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ABSTRACT
Virtual Organizations (VOs) are becoming an increasingly
important research topic in the field of Multi-Agent Systems (MAS). The problem of selecting suitable counterparts
to interact with is of particular relevance for agents belonging to a VO. This issue has been extensively investigated,
applying probability or cognitive approaches, but very few
focus has been given to the use of internal organizational
structures and the improvement they can provide. In this
paper we analyze how organizational structures can support
the agent selection process based an trust mechanisms. Furthermore, we present a way to extend VOs automatically
(e.g., their role taxonomies) by detecting and identifying new
roles. We show that such extensions lead to an improvement
of the agents’ decisions when employing trust mechanisms
that take advantage of organizational structures.
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I.2.11 [Artificial Intelligence]: Distributed Artificial Intelligence - Multiagent Systems
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Security
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The concept of organization has become central in MultiAgent Systems (MAS) research. It is extensively accepted
that organizational structures and properties can provide
significant advantages when developing agent-based software,
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since they allow building up more complex MAS designs using a reduced set of simple abstractions [5]. Such organizational abstractions often endow the system with some sort
of structure that shapes the agents’ behavior.
Agents that join an organization usually have to deal with
some constraints, such as the need to play particular roles in
order to participate in certain allowed interactions. These
notions can be complemented by higher-level abstraction
such as sets of norms that intend to keep agents from unexpected or undesirable behavior. MAS that have been built
based on those types of organizational structures are frequently called Virtual Organizations (VOs) [8].
VOs impose limits on the actions the agents can perform,
but still allows for a certain autonomy that endows agents
with the freedom (within the framework of the organization)
i) to choose the actions to do next and ii) to select with whom
to perform them. Regarding the latter, trust and reputation
mechanisms are a common way for agents to decide with
whom to interact [4, 9, 10, 1].
In this paper, we argue that the organizational structure
itself can be used by agents as an additional means to guide
their trust-related decision making processes. In particular, virtual organizations usually define roles that agents can
play and interactions that agents can participate in, and often describe those concepts in taxonomies. Such taxonomies
allow categorizing roles and interactions and, thus, provide a
notion of similarity among them, which can be used to infer
the trustworthiness of other agents in performing particular
interactions. Furthermore, the concept of role can be seen
as behavioral patterns that classify agents with respect to
their capacities regarding certain interactions. Agents can
use the information about the roles another agent plays to
determine whether or not it is a good counterpart for a given
interaction. Based on this idea, we propose a mechanism,
using clustering methods, to extend a given organization by
detecting and introducing new roles that can be seen as specializations of existing roles and, thus, extend the role taxonomy. The advantage of more fine grained role taxonomies
lies in an improvement of the trust related decisions.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 outlines a trust model that takes advantage of role
and interaction taxonomies. Section 3 presents our approach
to extend a given VO by identifying new, more specialized
roles. In Section 4 we present an experimental evaluation
of the proposed approaches, and Section 5 summarizes our
conclusions and points to future lines of work.

2.

A CONFIDENCE-BASED TRUST MODEL
FOR VOs

In this section we introduce a trust model that takes advantage of the organizational structures of a VO. In particular, we set out from:
• A set I of interactions available in the VO.

The counterpart selection of an agent A in an interaction I
that requires a role R is guided by the trustworthiness value
tA→hB,R,Ii ∈ [0..1] for each known agent B. It is calculated
from A’s LIT as follows:
P
cA→hX,Y,Zi · wA→hX,Y,Zi
tA→hB,R,Ii =

hX,Y,Zi∈LITA

P

hX,Y,Zi∈LITA

• A set R of roles are involved in these interactions.
• A partial order ≤ that structures both roles and interactions in taxonomies.
The trust model is based on the assumption that agents
tend to behave similarly when enacting similar roles in similar interactions. Using this assumption, an agent is able
to assess (to a certain extent) the future behavior of another agent in a certain situation by considering its past
behavior in “similar situations”. That is, an agent can infer trustworthiness, even if it has, first, no direct past experience about a specific situation and, second, it can not
collect opinions from other agents either because the opinions from others are unreliable (“liars”) or none of the agents
has enough proper experience. So, even though we adhere
to the standard notion of reputation and confidence used in
literature [4, 6], in this paper we will exploit organizational
information with regards to the latter.
In our model, a confidence value cA→hB,R,Ii is built up
from A’s past interactions with agent B playing role R and
performing interactions of type I. We call LIT – Local Interaction Table – the agent’s data structure dedicated to store
confidence values for past interactions with any counterpart
the agent has interacted with. Each entry corresponds to
a situation: an agent playing a specific role in a particular
interaction. LITA denotes agent A’s LIT. Each entry in a
LIT consists of:
• the Agent/Role/Interaction identifier hX, Y, Zi,
• the confidence value for the situation (cA→hX,Y,Zi ∈
[0..1]),
• a reliability value (rA→hX,Y,Zi ) that measures how certain an agent is about its own confidence in situation
hX, Y, Zi.
If an agent participates in an interaction I with agent B
playing role R, the corresponding entry in its LIT will be
updated as follows:
• confidence value: let ghX,Y,Zi ∈ [0..1] denote the
evaluation value an agent A calculates for a particular
experience with the agent X playing role Y in the interaction of type Z. In our work, we use the following
equation to update confidence:
cA→hX,Y,Zi = ² ·

c0A→hX,Y,Zi

+ (1 − ²) · ghX,Y,Zi , (1)

c0A→hX,Y,Zi

where
is the confidence value in A’s LIT
before the interaction is performed and ² ∈ [0..1] is a
parameter specifying the importance given to A’s past
confidence value.
• reliability value: we calculate reliability by using the
approach proposed by Huynh, Jennings and Shadbolt
[4]. This approach takes into account the number of
interactions a confidence value is based on, and the
variability of the individual values across past experiences.

(2)

wA→hX,Y,Zi

wA→hX,Y,Zi is the weight given to agent A’s confidence
on situation hX, Y, Zi. The weights combine the confidence
reliability with the similarity of the situation hX, Y, Zi to
the target situation hB, R, Ii in the following way:
wA→hX,Y,Zi = rA→hX,Y,Zi · sim(hX, Y, Zi, hB, R, Ii)

(3)

The similarity function sim(hI1 i, hI2 i) (hI1 i ≡ hX, Y, Zi and
hI2 i ≡ hB, R, Ii) is computed as the weighted sum of the
similarities of the individual elements (agent, role and interaction) as it is shown in the following equation:
½
sim(hI1 i, hI2 i) =

β · simR (R, Y ) + γ · simI (I, Z),
0,

if B = X
otherwise
(4)

where simR (R, Y ), simI (I, Z) ∈ [0..1] measure the similarity between roles and interactions, respectively, and β and
γ, with β + γ = 1, are parameters specifying the sensibility regarding the individual similarities. simR (R, R0 ) and
simI (I, I 0 ) can be determined by some measure of the distance of concepts in the corresponding taxonomies. We use
they simple measure
simR (x, y) = simI (x, y) = 1 −

h
hM AX

(5)

where x, y are either roles or interactions, h is the number
of hops between x and y in the corresponding taxonomy,
and hM AX is the longest possible path between any pair of
elements in the hierarchy tree. Other functions have been
described in [2].

3. CONFIDENCE WITH EVOLVING ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURES
So far, we have assumed organizational structures to be
static. In this section we present a mechanism, based on
clustering, that extends the a priori structures in order to
improve performance.
During the execution of a VO, there are two elements that
can evolve:
• Agents. Agents belonging to a VO may change their
behavior at their will.
• Organizational structures. Role and interaction taxonomies may evolve over time due to agents’ behavioral changes.
We propose to make the changes on the aforementioned
elements explicit by using cluster analysis. Clustering techniques can support the learning of these changes that affect
the VO, and can prompt the whole organization to evolve
its taxonomies.
As outlined previously, the trust values that agent A holds
for others in its LIT are based on confidence and reliability values (cA→hX,Y,Zi , rA→hX,Y,Zi ) calculated from past interactions. These trust tuples can be conceived as a bidimensional trust space. For each pair hRi , Ij i, belonging to

an agent A, a trust space T S such that
T SA =

{(ck , rk ); ck ∈ CA→hRi ,Ij i ,
rk ∈ RA→hRi ,Ij i ,
0 ≤ ck ≤ 1, 0 ≤ rk ≤ 1}

can be constructed, where CA→hRi ,Ij i is a set containing
confidence values stored by agent A related to interactions of
type Ij with counterparts playing role Ri . The same applies
to RA→hRi ,Ij i for reliability values. Thus, organizational
information is subdivided into groups of role specializations
for specific interactions, giving extra information to agents
when using their trust models.

3.1

Role Clustering Algorithm

To specialize roles we use a K-means algorithm, where k
represents the number of clusters to be made in each execution. The algorithm will take as input a set of points
(x, y) ∈ T Si for each tuple hR, Ii and each agent i that may
enact R in I with available information, and will return a
group of clusters. A cluster mean point represents mean
behaviour for all the agents belonging to it, and the whole
cluster represents a pattern of behavior for all the agents
included. Hence, groups created by clustering can be used
to refine role and interaction taxonomies.
An example of how a clustering algorithm groups data for
a role in a particular interaction is shown in Figure 1. Let O
be an organization in the domain of medical services. Furthermore, suppose that agents can join O with two different
types of roles: Patient and Physician. Once the clustering
algorithm has been applied, role Physician is specialized, for
example, in “Surgeon” and “Psychiatrist”, since there are two
groups of agents that perform better than the others for interactions related to operations and mental problems, e.g.,
Cardiovascular Surgery and Low Self-Steem Treatment. New
clusters represent new roles (specializations) in the taxonomy, and new roles in the taxonomy may change the participant roles in interactions: if we join O enacting role Patient
and we need to look for a Surgeon to perform interaction
Cardiovascular Surgery, we will use our trust models just
with agents that can play that role, and not with those that
“only” are Physician, since the agents in the former group
are supposed to be more trusted than the others.

3.2 Filtering techniques for Roles
Clustering algorithms divide information in groups, depending on the similarity of their members. Thus, it is reasonable to think that in some cases some clusters can be
unnecessary, for instance:
• when the groups that have been formed are clearly
different but there is not much trust on them (low
confidence and reliability).
• when a cluster is trusted enough but only contains very
few agents.
To solve those problems, our approach proposes two different and compatible filtering mechanisms:
1. There cannot exist a cluster whose mean point (mean
agent) is outside the 2nd quadrant; that is, in order to
specialize a role, mean agent must have a confidence
value ck > 0.5 and a reliability value rk > 0.5, since 0.5
represents a point with no information, whilst a lower
value of ck or rk means a non-efficient cluster that does
not entail a necessity to specialize a new role.
2. A minimum number of agents in a cluster has to be
imposed to avoid that groups with only a few individuals (compared to the population of the VO) can
contribute to form a new specialized role.

4. EVALUATION
In this section we report on a case of study aimd at evaluating our models. Suppose Travel Services domain, where
the roles that can be played at the beginning are Customer
or/and Provider, and the services are those shown in Figure 2. In our experiments, we used the TOAST testbed
developed to evaluate trust models in VOs [3]. Our simulation targeted a customer/provider environment where a
number of providers offer different services and a number of
customers want to use those services.

Figure 2: Services taxonomy for tourism scenario

Figure 1: An example of agents behavior pattern
recognition for role Surgeon and interaction Cardiovascular operation using K-means with k = 2.
(Dashed line represents a new specialized role).

We ran the same experiment for the model presented in
Section 2, which we will term inference model, and its extension with clustering mechanism with the same scenario,
using the same number of customers, goals, services and
providers. In particular, we used a collection of 20 clients
and 20 providers. Our results have been obtained from a
collection of 15000 generated goals (service requests). Furthermore, we repeated each experimental run several times

with different random seeds. The same Inference model but
using clustering classification (Inference model evolving) is
used to train and make taxonomies evolve according to role
and interaction confidence-based evolution. The clustering
algorithm was executed once each 500 interactions. Inference with new taxonomies is essentially an Inference model,
but using learnt taxonomies resulting from executing the Inference model evolving. Finally, in the Basic model agents
evaluate the expected behaviour of the potential candidates
for a situation exclusively by using the corresponding confidence value stored in their own LITs. If no entry exists
about a situation, e.g., no previous experiences are available, the counterpart is selected randomly.

Figure 3: Overall utility perfomance of different
trust models.
Figure 3 shows the evolution of the overall system utility
over the number of interactions that have taken place. The
overal system utility is calculated as the average of the utilities of all individual customers. As utility values we use the
quality values a client obtains after using a service [3]. As
it can be observed, the utility improves in the model that
uses learnt taxonomies, above all when initiating the execution, since it can make use of more refined and specified
taxonomies.

5.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have presented a trust model for VOs
which takes advantage of organizational information, and
use structural similarities to evolve and create new specialized roles and interactions when needed. Our experimental evaluation has provided evidence that this approach improves the previous trust models in a VO, as well as the
overall efficiency of the latter.
In contrast to other approaches to trust systems (most of
them based on reputation distribution – reputation values
exchange about third parties) [4, 10, 7], we have presented
a way of evaluating trust at a local level that focuses on
the experience of agents obtained in past interactions. The
FIRE model proposed by Huynh, Jennings and Shadbold [4]
is also related to interaction trust and role-based trust. As
in our approach, the former is built from direct experience
of an agent, while the latter is the rating that results from
role-based relationships between agents. However, the FIRE
model neither consider inference on VO structures nor learn
new taxonomies from the organizational evolution.
As future work we plan to test our trust model with other
more complex clustering algorithms, as for example some

based on fuzzy logic for dealing with imprecise information, as well as to take into account not only best cluster
as valuable information, but also others clusters that can
bring other kind of information to agents. We also intend to
introduce untrutsworthy agents in clusters and study their
behaviors among the others. Finally, we are interested in
studying how agents reach a consensus to institutionalize a
new specialized role.
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